MIT's Mount Everest: the Green Building roof
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deciding the crew's nest or one of the various ladders and catwalks on the roof. Suicide attempts are also feared.

Besides just getting there, the roof does hold some mystique of its own. Pumpkins, plastic containers filled with water, and perhaps hags filled with dockahols have been dropped from the roof in the past.

There's no business like software!
A few years ago it didn't even exist. By 1974 it had grown to a half-billion-dollar business. By 1984 it should be $3 1/2 billion large.

We're happy to say that Whitlow has been in the forefront of this software explosion. Our sort packages—the SyncSort line—are used by over 1,600 of the world's largest data processors.

Our business depends on a steady stream of ideas and human energy. People are our capital investment. Right now we'd like to invest in the following types:

- Recent graduates with degrees in computer sciences or allied disciplines. Preference will be given to those with good academic backgrounds and future promise.
- You'll notice we've left it a little vague. Some people we're after are liable to be out there exploring the far reaches of software; we don't want the job descriptions to be too narrowly conventional.
- Our present staff—of which we're very proud—came to us by some pretty diverse routes. They came out of nuclear engineering, mathematics, physics and assorted other fields. About all they had in common was a superior intelligence and a fascination with the computer.
- You think you might be one of us, arrange an interview while we're on your campus.

Our star is rising fast.
Why not hitch your wagon to it?
(If you can see yourself as one of us, send us a resume)